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METRO CASE CARTS
The functional design of Metro Case Carts maximize 
usable inside space for handling storage and transport 
tasks efficiently. Carts can be used wherever contents 
must be protected from an “unclean” environment, 
including free-standing ambulatory care centers, surgi-
centers, and hospital based or out-patient surgeries.

• Accessible: Wire roller shelf extends out half way, easily 
and quietly, even at lowest level where accessibility is 
vital. Also available in solid or wire without roller.

• Efficient: Brackets, which hold shelves, attach and 
detach quickly from “keyhole” slots for easy shelf 
adjustablity at 2" increments.

• Easily Maneuverable: Full length handles on both sides 
of the low profile carts and CASE-H36 allow for pushing 
or pulling from either end and provide better cart control. 
One full length handle is ergonomically located on the 
CASE-H24 cart.

• Independent Caster Channel System: A separate 
caster channel on each side of the cart means having 
to replace only one caster channel should a damaging 

situation occur. With competitive models, the entire dolly 
would have to be replaced, given the same situation.

• Durable: Double-panel door construction offers better 
strength and minimizes maintenance. Stainless steel 
cabinet and optional shelves have “safety edges” to 
eliminate ripping of packs.

• Cleans Easily: Stainless steel construction makes 
units cart washable. Shelves and brackets remove 
for washing. Weep hole at the cart’s front corners and 
underside of door panels facilitate drainage and drying.

• High-Profile Model Available: The high-profile models 
(CASE-H24, CASE-H36) save floor space, as compared 
to conventional case carts. The vertical design eliminates 
“stooping” and offers quick, easy “stand-up” access to 
most contents.

• Choice of Casters: Metro case carts are available 
with either stainless steel casters or maintenance free 
polymer casters. Both are non-corrosive and cart-
washable. The polymer caster also provide a swivel lock 
as a standard feature.

CASE-L36

CASE-L24

CASE-H24

CASE-L48

CASE-H36*

*Shelves ordered separately.


